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A new technique capable of determining the  static 
and dynamic structures of heme protein crystals  is 
reported. It is shown that microcrystals of a variety of 
paramagnetic heme proteins, suspended in -90% satu- 
rated (NH&SO4,  may be perfectly aligned by an intense 
static  external magnetic field, H,, due to  the  large an- 
isotropy in the magnetic susceptibility of the protein 
caused by the paramagnetic center. Myoglobin from 
sperm whale (Physeter catodon) was isotopically en- 
riched at the C‘ methyl groups of methionine residues 
55 and 131 with either 13C or ‘H and studied in the 
crystalline solid state by  ‘H-quadrupole  echo and 13C- 
Fourier transform nuclear magnetic resonance spec- 
troscopy. It was found that suspensions of both high 
( S  = 5/2) and low ( S  = 1/2) spin ferric forms of the 
labeled protein were ordered, the axis of ordering being 
approximately perpendicular to  the low temperature 
minimum g tensor valve, even though upper Kramers 
levels are populated at room temperature. The para- 
magnetic Co” derivative “coboglobin”  showed similar 
ordering behavior, but  the diamagnetic carboxymy- 
oglobin was unaffected. The magnetic ordering method 
permits the recording of “single crystal” NMR spectra 
from microcrystalline arrays of proteins which cannot 
be prepared in large enough form (-1 cm3) for single 
crystal NMR spectroscopy and thereby allows the  res- 
olution and assignment of numerous single atom sites 
in the crystalline solid state. The information from a 
“single crystal” NMR spectrum combined with that 
obtained on the  crystal powder allows for the  direct 
determination of (i) the  spatial orientation of the  par- 
ticular labeled residue within the protein crystal and 
(ii) the  rates and types of side chain motion. Resonances 
were assigned by spin label broadening experiments 
and by use of existing x-ray data to predict ‘H-NMR 
spectra. This new technique opens up the possibility of 
determining directly the dynamic structure of protein 
crystals  and of comparing the  structures of proteins in 
the crystalline solid state with that in solution and is 
applicable to other heme proteins, e.g. catalase. 
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Over the  past  twenty years, there  have  been  an impressive 
number of studies of the  structure of proteins, both in the 
crystalline  solid state (1) and in solution (2, 3). Direct infor- 
mation  about  protein  structure  comes from x-ray  crystallog- 
raphy of solid samples, while solution structural information 
has been  obtained by nuclear magnetic resonance spectros- 
copy. Of the two methods, x-ray  diffraction gives the  most 
direct  three-dimensional  or  spatial  structural information, 
while NMR spectroscopy is more  suited  to  determination of 
the  dynamical  aspects of protein  structure (4, 5). Unfortu- 
nately, however, it is not  yet possible to use  diffraction meth- 
ods to  obtain  detailed  spatial  (or  dynamical)  structural infor- 
mation  about  proteins  in solution, so questions  about differ- 
ences  between solution  and  crystal  structure  appear insoluble 
by any  direct  method,  although  such  questions  do  seem  to 
have  been answered  indirectly to  the satisfaction of many 
workers (6, 7). 

In principle,  however, nuclear magnetic resonance  spectros- 
copy might be  used to answer the  question, “Is the  structure 
of a protein  the  same  in solution as  it is in a  crystal?”  by using 
a combination of techniques  to  obtain high  resolution solid 
state  spectra. While it  has recently  been  shown to be  feasible 
(8) to  obtain high  resolution %-NMR  spectra of randomly 
oriented  protein  crystal powders using “magic angle”  spinning 
methods (8-10) it is not  yet possible to  interpret  the  results in 
a quantitative  manner.  Since it is unlikely that  there will be 
any  rapid  solution  to  the  problem of interpreting ’“C-chemical 
shifts of proteins in structural  terms, we have developed  a new 
NMR technique  capable of giving directly  static  and  dynamic 
structural information about  proteins in condensed phases, 
such  as  crystals  and  membranes.  Our  initial efforts  discussed 
in  this publication are  directed at “calibrating” our  method 
by showing that  NMR  may be used to directly determine 
methionine  methyl group orientation in crystals of sperm 
whale (Physeter  catodon) myoglobin, the fist protein whose 
structure was determined by x-ray (11) and  neutron diffraction 
(12). While heme  group  orientations in proteins  have been 
investigated previously by optical (13) and  electron spin res- 
onance  techniques (14), these  methods  are relatively indirect. 
While it is doubtful  that  any  method  capable solely of con- 
firming the  correctness of existing x-ray  structures would have 
any  utility, we indicate how our  method  may be  used (i)  to 
determine  in  protein  crystals  too small to be studied by x-ray 
crystallography  the  orientation of various  residues,  (ii) to 
determine in a direct fashion the  rates  and  types of motion 
and  activation energies  for motion of various  residues in 
protein  crystals, which is presumably one of the  main  reasons 
for differences between  the  activities of enzymes and  other 
proteins in solution  and  in  the crystalline solid state (15), and 
(iii) to  determine,  in principle,  differences  between  solution 
and  crystal  structure by comparison of chemical shifts in the 
two  states. Moreover, we note  that  our  technique  may be used 
to  determine  static  and  dynamic  structures of membrane 
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proteins, including the  details of protein-lipid  interactions.’ 
Most of the above  questions could be answered if it were 

possible to  obtain  and  interpret high resolution  NMR  spectra 
of single protein  crystals.  For  studies a t  natural  abundance, 
only carbon-13 NMR appears  to  be promising from  the  stand- 
point of protein-crystal  studies (8). Carbon-13  has a spin I = 
1/2  and a 1.1% natural  abundance,  and  current  instrumenta- 
tion  sensitivity  is  probably  adequate  to  observe resolved  single 
carbon  atom  resonances  in  small ( M ,  -20,000) proteins if -1 
cm3  crystals  can  be grown (8). This is a difficult task.  Protons, 
which have a spin I= 1/2  and 100% natural  abundance,  are 
highly  sensitive, but  proton  NMR would seem  to  be  inappro- 
priate  because of the  large  dipolar  broadenings  seen between 
protons in the solid state, which can only be  partially removed 
by application of complex  pulse sequences (16).  Similarly, 
natural  abundance  studies  with  the  quadrupolar nuclei deu- 
terium (2H, I = 1, 0.015% natural  abundance)  and oxygen-17 
(”0, I = 5/2,0.037% natural  abundance)  and  with  the  spin I 
= 1/2,0.37%  abundant  nucleus nitrogen-15 are  not  presently 
feasible at  the  natural  abundance level. Finally, studies  with 
the  quadrupolar species  nitrogen-14  (I4N, I= 1, 99.63% abun- 
dance)  seem  technically feasible  (17), but  there would seem  to 
be substantial difficulties in  making  assignments in  a protein 
crystal  and of resolving individual atomic  sites in solution 
spectra. 

Since  it  seems unlikely that sufficiently large single crystals 
can  be grown for most of the  above  experiments, new strate- 
gies must clearly  be  developed  in order  to  obtain  information 
about  protein  crystal  static  and  dynamic  structure using NMR 
spectroscopy. The initial  step,  where possible, will be to selec- 
tively enrich with the nucleus of interest, a strategy likely to 
prove useful  for 2H, ‘“C, “N, and I7O. With  more effort, 
“inverse” labeling of ‘H in  a ‘H matrix  or ‘*N in an I5N matrix, 
may be utilized. Still, however, there  remains  the  problem of 
growing rather sizeable single crystals. 

Fortunately, however, we have now developed methods (18) 
which permit  observation of resolved resonances  from individ- 
ual sites  in  protein  crystals by means of externally applied 
ordering fields on  protein microcrystals. We show in this 
publication  that  it  is now possible to resolve,  assign, and 
determine  the  spatial organization of a variety of groups  in 
sperm whale ( P .  catodon) myoglobin  microcrystals,  observa- 
tions which open  up  the possibility of determining  directly  the 
dynamics of motion of residues in protein  crystals, a topic of 
considerable  current  interest  (19,20), as well as providing the 
beginnings toward a resolution of the  crystal/solution  struc- 
ture  question.  In  addition,  our  general  methods  are  applicable 
to  membrane  protein  structure  determinations.2 

EXPERIMENTAL  PROCEDURES 

Theoretical Background 
NMR Spectroscopy-As discussed  above, it is particularly difficult 

to grow protein  crystals of sufficient size to  permit single crystal  NMH 
studies, since  typically 1 g or  more of material would be required for 
a natural  abundance  NMR investigation (8, 21-24). Even  with, for 
example, ‘H or ‘”C labeling,  large well formed single crystals of -20 
mm,’ volume will generally be required. We  have,  therefore,  ap- 
proached the problem  from a rather different  viewpoint. 

Let  us fust consider just  what it is  that  differentiates a “solution” 
from a  “crystal” spectrum,  both for ’”C and ‘H nuclei, the most 
promising candidates for protein-crystal  NMR  probes. 

Quite generally, we can  write for a nucleus a Hamiltonian 

.% = .HZ + .WQ + .Xl)l> + .*/i‘SA + .#X‘ ( 1 )  

where Xi, XQ, J v r ) ~ ) ,  &YA. and XSC represent  the  Zeeman,  quadrupole, 

‘ E. Oldfield and R. Kinsey, data  to  be published. ’ E. Oldfield and R.  Kinsey, unpublished  results, 

dipole-dipole, chemical  shift,  and  scalar coupling interactions, respec- 
tively.  Now for ‘H ( I  = 1) HDD, .%:SA, and ZSC are small; thus we may 
write 

2- 2% + 2 6  ( 2 )  

or more explicitly 

P= - y n W 0 I * .  + (31; - 1’) 
4 I ( 2 I  - 1) 

where  the  symbols  have  their  usual meanings (25 ) ,  the  solutions for 
the energies  being 

E,,, = -y,,hHom + - e2qQ  3  cos‘ 8 - 1 
( 3 m 2  - 2 )  (4 ) 4  2 

the allowed transitions corresponding to + 1  c) 0 and 0 ++ - 1  giving 
rise to a “quadrupole  splitting” of the  absorption  line with separation 
between peak maxima of 

Av = _ _ _  3  e2gQ 3 cos’ t? - 1 
2 h  2 

where tJ is the  angle between the  magnetic field Ht, and  the principal 
axis of the electric field gradient  tensor  (frequently  the C-D bond 
vector). 

For rigid polycrystalline  solids  all  values of 0 are possible and  one 
obtains a so-called  “powder pattern,” Fig. 1A having  a  peak separation 
corresponding to 8 = 90”. for which Av = 3e2qQ/4h ,  and a shoulder 
separation corresponding to 8 = O ” ,  that  is Av = 3 e 2 q Q / 2 h .  I t  is 
Equation 5 or a slightly modified version of it  taking  into  account 
motion of the  group  under consideration ( e .g .  a methyl  group  spinning 
about  its C, axis) that  permits  us  to  obtain information about  protein 
crystal  structure.  For example, if a heme  group labeled as ‘H at  its 
a, /?, y, and 6 meso-positions  were oriented in such a way in a crystal 
that  the  plane of the  heme ring  was at 90” to  the  external  magnetic 
field H,, then a “sharp line” spectrum  (Fig. 1B) having AvQ.’ -138 
kHz would be  obtained, i.e. the  splitting would be  three-quarters of 
the  quadrupole coupling constant, which is -184 kHz for aromatic 
systems (26) .  

For  carbon-13 (spin I = 1/2) nuclei, there  is no quadrupole  inter- 
action,  and  under  conditions of strong  proton  irradiation  the Hamil- 
tonian  in  most  cases will be 

.R= . X %  + .#CS* (6) 

Without  elaborating  further, we note that  the energies correspond- 
ing to the  transition + 1 / 2  ++ -1/2 will in general give rise to a  powder 
pattern  lineshape having u l l  # uzn # u:~;$ as  illustrated in Fig. IC (16 ) .  
In  the  presence of rapid axial  motion ( i e .  for motions  occurring  on  a 
timescale fast  compared  to I UTI -61 I I expressed in frequency units) 
then  an axially symmetric powder pattern having  a shape identical 
with that of one of the  transitions  shown  in Fig. 1A will be observed 
(Fig. 1 D ) .  The sign of the  anisotropy  depends on the chemical nature 
of the group  and  the  motion(s) involved. 

I t  should,  therefore,  be possible to  determine  the  orientation of a 
particular ‘H-labeled group in an  ordered  system from its  quadrupole 
splitting (AvQ) and knowledge of the  breadth of the powder pattern 
distribution.  This  in  turn  should  permit calculation of its ‘“C-chemical 
shift.  Since averaging of the chemical shift  interactions in solution 
leads  to  an  isotropic  spectrum  having 

u, = - Tru 
1 
3 (7) 

it  should,  therefore, be possible to  obtain  from  crystal  spectra  chem- 
ical shifts which may be compared with solution chemical shifts  to 
begin to assess any differences in  structures between the two states. 
More  importantly, however,  success in  obtaining ‘H- or  ‘Y-NMH 
spectra  from  ordered solids will permit resolution of numerous  sites 
and will thereby  enable  determination of their  dynamics  to be deter- 
mined, in addition  to  average  orientation. 

Note  that in solution,  both  the  second  rank  tensor  interactions 

” The abbreviations used are: Av,, quadrupole splitting; TEMPA- 
MINE, 4-amino-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-piperidinooxyl; Mb, myoglobin; 
CoMb, cobalt derivative of myoglobin  “coboglobin”; MbH20, high 
spin aquoferrimyoglobin; MbCN, low spin cyanoferrimyoglobin; 6, 
half-width at half-height of a  Lorentzian  broadening  function; Me, 
methyl. 
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E = -  % H * x . H  (8) 

while for a similar particle having a dipole moment p in an electric 
field of intensity F the energy is 

E = -p.F ( 9 )  

Back of the envelope calculations using typical protein dipole  mo- 
meots (30) of say 400 Debyes and magnetic susceptibilities (x) cor- 
responding to ESR g values of say gmax = 3, g,i, = 1, led us to believe 
that for even the smallest protein microcrystals (-lo-” cm dimen- 
sions) that  it should be  possible to make both the electric and 
magnetic interaction energies considerably in excess of the thermal 
energy kT (per particle),  in which case it should be  possible to obtain 
highly ordered samples. Theoretically and experimentally, the situa- 
tion is more complex, however. 

The magnetic energy in our high spin ferric heme crystals may be 
written quite generally as 

E = E,,, cos’‘ 8 + E,,, sin2 8 ( 10) 

where Emex  and E,,,, are  the maximum and minimum potential 
energies of the particle in the magnetic field, and B is the angle 
between the axis of maximum susceptibility and the field direction 
Ho. The particle is subject to a  torque 7 of (31) 

CSAIESR 
J ll 

CSA/ESR 

SOLUTION 1 t 
FREQUENCY 

FIG.  1. Computer-simulated  experimental lineshapes ex- 
pected  for  deuterium NMR, carbon-13 NMR, and ESR spec- 
troscopy. A, axially symmetric Z = 1 lineshape (‘H-NMR). B, ori- 
ented sample ‘H-NMR lineshape showing parallel and perpendicular 
edge absorptions. C, axially asymmetric chemical shift anisotropy 
(CSA, carbon-13) or electron spin resonance lineshape. D, axially 
symmetric chemical shift anisotropy (carbon-13) or electron spin 
resonance lineshape. E ,  solution NMR lineshape. 

described above are averaged to zero due to rapid particle tumbling, 
and conventional “high resolution” ‘H and Ii3C spectra may  be ob- 
tained (21-24, 27, 28) as shown in Fig. 1E. 

For electron spin resonance spectra, powder-type distribution spec- 
tra similar to those illustrated in Fig. 1, C and I), are frequently 
encountered. For the systems discussed in this publication we show 
that  the maximum g tensor component, which corresponds to  the 
ground state maximum magnetic susceptibility component, is as ex- 
pected aligned along the field direction in the magnetically ordered 
systems. The results we present, therefore, open up the possibility of 
obtaining relatively high resolution ESR spectra of microcrystalline 
metalloenzymes containing several different metal sites. 

Criteria for Solid State Spectra-As stated above, it is a t  present 
exceedingly difficult to grow sufficiently large crystals of proteins for 
single crystal NMR studies, although microcrystals of a wide variety 
of proteins are very simple to prepare (29 ) .  Since we are ultimately 
interested in crystal/solution comparisons, it is important to define at  
what point NMR spectra will be characteristic of a crystal. What is 
the minimum size particle which  will  give “solid” rather than “solu- 
tion” spectra? 

For ‘H-NMR, we expect particles having isotropic rotational cor- 
relation times (7) >> s to give solid-like spectra, since only 
motions faster than  the quadrupole coupling ( e2qQ/h -200 kHz) will 
be effective in motional narrowing. This corresponds to correlation 
times in the 210 ps  range, characteristic of particles of ,200 A radius 
undergoing Brownian motion in water. For ’“C, the appropriate time- 
scale for solid-like NMR spectra would  be 21 U I I  - u;u- ’  s, correspond- 
ing to correlation times close to a millisecond, expected for particles 
of radius z1OOO A, while  for  solid state electron spin resonance spectra 
the appropriate timescale is -lgzz - gXAj-’ s, which varies considerably 
from one paramagnetic protein to another,  but in the case of myoglo- 
bins would invariably result in powder-type spectra from even the 
smallest aggregates. These calculations indicate that solid state NMR 
and ESR spectra will almost always be obtained from microcrystal- 
lites that can be resolved under a light microscope corresponding to 
particle radii >> 5000 A. For such particles, contributions to  the 
observed spectra from exposed surface protein molecules will of 
course be negligible. 

Field  Ordering Effects-The above considerations indicate that 
solid state structural information will  be obtained from protein mi- 
crocrystals of cm dimensions. The problem is, therefore, simply 
one of aligning the microcrystals. Here, there  are  at least three 
possible approaches to obtaining oriented samples: (i) magnetic or- 
dering, (ii) electric ordering, and (iii) mechanical ordering. 

For a molecule or particle having a magnetic susceptibility x. the 
magnetic energy in a field of intensity H i s  

= - dE = -Em,,(2 cos 8 sin 8) + E,.,(2 sin 8 cos 8) 
dB 

= (E,,, - E,,,,)  sin 2 8 

which is sufficient to align both high and low spin microcrystals of 
ferric myoglobin along the field direction. 

Unfortunately, it is not a simple matter  to write a more exact 
expression for the torque in terms of the g tensor components, as 
suggested by our back-of-the-envelope calculations, since the high 
spin ferric iron is a ‘S Kramers ion, and the populations of the various 
energy  levels, at room temperature,  are not accurately known. Ferric 
iron microcrystals nevertheless order, as expected, with their low 
temperature maximum g value or maximum susceptibihty along H,,, 
as will  be shown below. 

For cobalt systems, as discussed later in this publication, the 
situation is probably less complex and the torque can thus be written 
in terms of the susceptibilities 

where rn is the particle mass, M the molecular weight, gll and gI are 
the ESR g values parallel and perpendicular to H,, and x is the 
susceptibility. 

We should add at  this point that although magnetic ordering of a 
variety of both diamagnetic and paramagnetic systems has been 
known for many years (31-33),  no NMR or ESR studies of ordered 
crystalline macromolecules have been reported to date. 

We have not yet carried out successful electric ordering experi- 
ments; however, rough calculations indicate that  the electric inter- 
actions may be comparable to typical magnetic interactions. The real 
situation is, however, quite complex since the field shapes and 
strengths  in the microcrystals are quite difficult to calculate. More- 
over, heating during ordering places severe restrictions upon sample 
conductivity. Although we have produced essentially insoluble protein 
crystals using glutaraldehyde cross-linking, the conductivity require- 
ments for minimal heating but maximal electric field across the 
sample present severe experimental diffkulties. We note  later, how- 
ever, that “mechanical” methods may also be used to produce micro- 
crystal ordering. 

Methods 

Chemical Co.  myoglobin (St. Louis,  MO) (34) and freed of heme by 
Sperm whale ( P .  catodon) myoglobin was purified from Sigma 

extraction of a 2% protein solution at pH 3.5,O.l N in NaF, against 2- 
butanone (35). The apomyoglobin was extensivefy dialyzed, concen- 
trated  to 0.5 to 0.6 mM, and  stored at 4°C. The CDd (Merck, Sharpe 
and Dohme, St..  Louis, MO) had 0.95  mol fraction of ‘H. ‘“CHaI  was 
from the Los Alamos Stable Isotope Research Resource and was 
kindly provided by Dr. B. Whaley and Professor N. Matwiyoff. All 
other chemicals were reagent grade. Distilled, deionized water was 
used throughout. Protein solutions were concentrated by ultrafiitra- 
tion with a Diaflo apparatus (Amicon Corp., Lexington, MA) fitted 
with a UM-2 membrane. 
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Methylation of Apomyoglobin-The pH of the -0.5 mM apomy- 
oglobin was lowered to 4.0 with 0.1 N HCI. 'H or '"C-Labeled methyl 
iodide in a 100-fold M excess  was added,  and  the  two-phase solution 
was stirred at  room temperature for 18 h  in the dark.  At the  end of 
this period the  clear, homogeneous  solution was dialyzed against 
numerous  changes of deionized water over  a  period of  24 h. The 
product  obtained at  this point  contained S-methylmethionine resi- 
dues  almost completely  replacing the  methionine residues (36, 37). 
The solution of methylated protein was concentrated  to 0.8 mM. The 
pH was adjusted with  5 N NaOH  to 10.0 with  rapid  stirring at  0°C 
and  then  maintained between pH 9.5 and 11.5 by dropwise addition 
of 5 N NaOH  during  the  addition of batches of mercaptoethanol (38) 
to a final concentration of 1.0 M (37). The final pH 10.0 solution  was 
slightly turbid. After standing at  37°C for 18 h, it was dialyzed at  
room temperature  against deionized water. The method used was 
thus  as in Equation 13 and was similar to  that used previously (36- 
38). 

Me 
I 

S __* S' 
I pH 4.0 I 

( C H h  (CHd, 
I I 

*Me Me Mercapto- 
*Me1 \ /  ethanol 

pH 10.0 ' 
18 h 

. . . . NH-CH-CO. . . . . . . . NH-CH-CO. . . . 
(13) 

"/2Me 
I 

S 
I 

( C H h  
I . . . . . NH-CH-CO. . . . 

The apomyoglobins were rehemed by addition of a  solution prepared 
by dissolving hemin chloride in 0.05 M NaOH, using a quantity  that 
yielded the  highest  ratio of absorbance at  409 nm to  that  at 280 nm 
(measured at pH 6.5 in 0.1 M ionic strength  phosphate buffer). The 
resulting red solution was dialyzed against water  to approximately pH 
8.0, and insoluble material was  removed by centrifugation. The solu- 
tion  was concentrated by ultrafiltration  and  then  brought  to  pH 6.35 
with KH2P04. The brown  solution was chromatographed  on a  column 
of CM-50 Sephadex,  equilibrated  and  eluted with pH 6.5 phosphate 
buffer a t  0.1 ionic strength.  The isotopically enriched myoglobin 
eluted at  the  same position as  native myoglobin, leaving  a  second 
band at  the origin. The eluted myoglobin was concentrated, deionized 
on freshly  washed  Rexyn 1-300, and crystallized immediately. 

Samples of labeled  aquoferrimyoglobin (FeIII-H20), 2 to 4%, were 
crystallized  from -70% saturated  ammonium  sulfate  that was weakly 
buffered to  pH -6.25 with 0.05 M disodium  hydrogen orthophosphate 
(11). Crystals  obtained were of the monoclinic form belonging to  the 
space  group P2, (type A) and in all cases  were flattened  on (001). 
Under  the  light microscope, the  crystals  appeared  as prisms of widely 
varying  dimensions, all less than -0.3 mm. The crystals were  filtered 
free of excess  medium and  spectra recorded as described below. 

S-Me  Methionine Syntheszs-S-[methyl-zH~]methionine was pre- 
pared by refluxing 7  mmol of L-methionine  (Sigma  Chemical Com- 
pany,  St. Louis, MO) with 36 mmol of CDJ in glacial acetic acid  for 
30 min. Solvent was removed in uacuo and  the sulfonium salt recrys- 
tallized once  from water-ethanol (1:lO).  

Nuclear  Magnetic  Resonance Spectroscopy-We used three 
"homebuilt"  Fourier  transform NMR  spectrometers  to record spectra. 
The  fvst consists of an 8.5 Tesla 3.5-inch bore high resolution super- 
conducting  solenoid (Oxford Instruments, Osney Mead, Oxford, Eng- 
land)  together with  a  variety of digital and radiofrequency  electronics 
and a 400 kHz data acquisition system  equipped with dual 
Spectra were  recorded here using an 8oO-pl sample volume and a 
quadrature-echo (39) pulse sequence, using a 90" pulse width of 
between 3.5 and 9 ps. The spectrometer zero frequency was estab- 
lished using a 1% DzO reference, the zero frequency  for  the protein 
samples investigated being set  at  about 2 ppm upfield from  this 
position. The deuterium resonance  frequency was 55.273 MHz. Ad- 
ditional 'H spectra were  recorded using the 5.2 Tesla widebore system 
described  previously (40), using 7-ps pulse widths. 

Carbon-13 NMR  spectra were obtained at  33.7 MHz  (corresponding 
to a  magnetic field strength of  3.5 Tesla) under  conditions of proton 

R. Jacobs, C. Reiner,  and E. Oldfield, unpublished  results. 

decoupling, using conventional Fourier transform  methods. The mul- 
tinuclear instrument described previously (24) was used. Spectra were 
recorded using a quadrature detection  scheme  (Nicolet  software  pack- 
age FT-74Q)  with 20 kHz spectral widths. The 90' pulse width was 
generally -12 ps for a I-ml sample. Carbon-I3 chemical  shifts were 
measured  with  respect to  an  internal reference sample of 1,4-dioxane. 

Due  to  the  extreme  heating of samples  containing -90% saturated 
aqueous  ammonium  sulfate during  acquisition of 'H-decoupled car- 
bon-13 Bloch decays, we used -150 watts of proton radiofrequency 
decoupling power (at 150.00 MHz)  gated "on" for only 50 ms  (the 
acquisition time) every 4 s (the recycle time  or  period of the experi- 
ment).  This corresponds to only about a 2-watt average power dissi- 
pation.  Nevertheless, it was found to be desirable to cool the  sample 
with  a  very  rapid stream of cool air in order  to  prevent protein 
denaturation. The probe used was a double-tuned single-turn solenoid 
design using 1/4 wave elements (41). We used in addition  a high 
power tubular lowpass filter, having -100 db  attenuation  at 150 MHz, 
on  the  input  to  the  preamp  to  prevent leakage of  150 MHz radiation 
into  the receiver  system. 

Electron  Spin  Resonance Spectroscopy-ESR spectra were re- 
corded using a  Varian Instruments  (Palo Alto, CA) 9.3 GHz  E-4 
spectrometer a t  a  variety of modulation amplitudes  and power levels. 
The  sample  temperature could be varied down to -4.2'K using an 
Oxford Instruments (Osney Mead, Oxford, U.K.) Heli-Trans  System. 

Spectral Simulations-Spectral  simulations  were  carried out on 
the University of Illinois Digital Computer Laboratory's  Control Data 
Corporation  Cyber-175 system, which is  interfaced to a Tektronix 
4006 graphics terminal  and  interactive digital plotter (Tektronix, 
Beaverton, OR) in our  laboratory. 

Efficient quadrupole  relaxation is expected to give a  Lorentzian 
contribution to  the 'H-NMR  linewidth,  leading to  the powder pattern 
lineshape  shown in Equation 14 and Fig. lA,  where 6 is the half-width 
at  half-height of the Lorentzian  broadening  function, 

g(w, Avg)  = (dB sin 0)(6 /m) / (6 '  %' (14) 
+ (w k (Avg/2) X (3 COS' 0 - I))") 

and Avg is the  quadrupole splitting. Axially symmetric  carbon-13 
lineshapes  correspond to  just one-half of the 'H-powder pattern (Fig. 
1D).  For  ordered  systems  there is simply a  Lorentzian line at a 
frequency w corresponding to  the  appropriate 0. An asymmetry pa- 
rameter 7 ( (  V, - Vy.y)/V,,) may be introduced into  Equation 14 to 
calculate 7 # 0 'H lineshapes, axially asymmetric '.'C-powder patterns 
and, in  general, ESR lineshapes;  however, the resulting  lineshape 
equations  are even  more complex, and  the  interested  reader is referred 
to References 42 and 43. 

RESULTS  AND  DISCUSSION 

We show  in Fig. 2 deuterium  NMR  spectra,  obtained by the 
Fourier  transform  method a t  55.3 MHz (corresponding to a 
magnetic field strength of about 8.5 Tesla  or 85,000 G), of S- 
[rnethyZ-'H3]methionine iodide  (Fig. 2A) and [C"2H:3]-labeled 
methionine (Fig. ZC), together  with  the  theoretical  'H-NMR 
lineshapes expected for  spin I = 1 nuclei having asymmetry 
parameters 7 = 0 and corresponding to  the observed quadru- 
pole splittings for S-Me-Met (42 kHz, Fig. 2B) and "-Me- 
Met (40.5 kHz, Fig. 2D).  These  results show the  type of 
spectra  expected  for labeled methyl  groups undergoing fast 
rotation  about  the Cn axis (44,45), where "fast" is ?IO6 s". In 
the  absence of fast  motion a  powder pattern having a breadth 
of -125 kHz would be observed (44,45). Fast  rotation  reduces 
this  breadth by a factor of 1/2(3 cos' B - l) ,  where B is the 
angle between  the axis of internal  rotation  and  the principal 
axis of the electric field gradient  tensor  (the C-D bond 
vector). For a tetrahedral CD:I group  this  factor is -0.33, 
which would result  in  an observed AVQ of -42 kHz, essentially 
that observed  in Fig. 2, A and B, assuming  a  value  for the 
electric  quadrupole coupling constant of -170 kHz (44) and 
7 = 0. Although there  are likely to be small  deviations in 
e2qQ/h and 0 from the  values assumed  above, due  to bonding 
to sulfur, the  spectra of Fig. 2 give a yardstick  with which to 
compare  results  obtained on protein systems. Please  note, 
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FIG. 2. Deuterium  quadrupole  echo  Fourier  transform NMR 
spectra at 55.3 MHz and 24 f 1°C of S-methylmethionine and 
methionine labeled as CZH3 in  the  methyl group. A, S-[methyl- 
%]methionine, 512 scans, 300 ms recycle time, T I  = T~ = 80 p s ,  9 ps  
90" pulse widths, 167 kHz spectral width, 4096 real data points, 200 
Hz line broadening. B, spectral simulation of A using AYQ = 42 kHz, 
26 = 1.2  kHz. C, C"2H3-labeled methionine, 86 scans, 990 s recycle 
time, 71 = TZ = 80 w, 9 11s 90" pulse widths, 167  kHz spectral width, 
4096 real data points, line broadening = 200 Hz. D, spectral simulation 
of C using AVC, = 40.5 kHz, 26 = 1.2  kHz. E, solution spectrum of 
sample of figure of part A, -50  mg in 1 mI of deuterium-depleted H20, 
20 scans, 1 s recycle time, 9-ps  90" pulse width, other conditions as in 
e. 
however, that we do not need to know the exact value of the 
electric quadrupole coupling constant (e2qQ/h) in order to 
obtain structural information in oriented proteins since the 
powder and  oriented  spectra are all that  are required to 
determine 6 information, as discussed below. Determination 
of (e2q&/h) in the absence of methyl  group  rotation would, 
however, permit  determination of the C2H bond angle, CP (45). 

For comparison with the solid state spectra of Fig. 2 we 
present in Fig. 2E a  spectrum of S-[methyl-2H3]methionine in 
aqueous solution. In  the presence of fast isotropic motion the 
time average value of 3 cos' 6 - 1 in Equation  5 is zero, hence 
a narrow Lorentzian absorption at  w = 0 is observed, Fig. 2 E .  
Depending on the precise details of the  rates  and types of 
motions undergone by a  methionine  methyl  group in a  protein 
crystal, we could expect any spectrum  intermediate between 
those shown in  Fig. 2. Such  intermediate lineshapes may be 
calculated using for example the methods of Freed (46). It is 
worth noting at this point that  the spin  lattice relaxation time 
of methionine is quite long, -45 s, while that of S-Me methi- 
onine is relatively short.  Attempts to acquire methionine data 
with much shorter recycle times  resulted  in highly distorted 
spectra. T, contributions  to 6 are, however, insignificant in 
both instances. 

'H-NMR of Proteins-A spectrum of lyophilized [CY- 
'H3]methionine myoglobin, labeled at positions Met-55 and 
Met-131, is shown in  Fig. 3A. This spectrum is somewhat 
similar to  that seen with the free amino acid (Fig. 2C) except 
for a  reduction in quadrupole  splitting ( A 4  to 35 kHz and  a 
large increase in  linewidth ( W, 26), from 1.0 to 6.6 kHz (Table 
I). The spectrum of hydrated protein crystals, Fig. 3B, shows 
an additional decrease in AYQ and W (Table I). Natural 
abundance 'H background signals contribute  little to  the 
observed 'H-NMR spectra, as expected, and  a reference 
"blank' for the hydrated protein sample is shown in  Fig. 3C. 

The above results strongly suggest that  there  are medium 

amplitude  fluctuations of the S'-"Ce bond vector in the lyoph- 
ilized protein  crystal at  21°C which are absent in the free 
amino acid, as evidenced by the decrease in AVQ from 40.5 to 
35 kHz, and that hydration with 3.2 M ammonium sulfate 
increases the amplitude of these fluctuations, as evidenced by 
the additional decrease in AVQ to 31 kHz. 

The spectrum of the  hydrated protein crystals of  Fig. 3B 
may be quite well simulated by using a AUQ of  31.0 kHz, but 
improved agreement is obtained by  using  in addition an 
asymmetry  parameter 1) - 0.15. Alternative simulations using 
TI = 0 and two different AUQ values (corresponding to in- 
equivalent  motions for Met-55 and Met-131) give poorer 
agreement. It is, therefore, possible that  the S'-C vector 
undergoes some type of specialized restricted or jump motions 
causing a nonzero asymmetry parameter,  but we cannot  detail 
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FIG. 3. Deuterium  quadrupole  echo  Fourier  transform NMR 

spectra at 55.3 MHz of 'H-methyl labeled and  nonlabeled m y -  
oglobin. A, *H-methyl labeled metaquomyoglobin, lyophilized sam- 
ple, 18 +- 1"C, 697,473 scans, 65 ms recycle time, T, = T:, = 61 ps, 8 ps 
90' pulse widths, 167 kHz spectral width, 4096 real data points, 400 
Hz line broadening. B, 2H-methyl-labeled metaquomyoglobin micro- 
crystals hydrated with -90% saturated (NH4),S04, pH = 6.25, 19 -C 
1OC.  176,685 scans, 65 ms recycle time, T, = T 2  = 65 ps, 7 p s  90" pulse 
widths, 4096 real data points, 400  Hz line broadening. C, nonlabeled 
metaquomyoglobin microcrystals hydrated with 90% saturated 
(NH4)2S04, 20 & 1°C. 581,994 scans, 65 ms recycle time, 7, = 72 = 63 
p, 7 p 90" pulse widths, 167 kHz spectral width, 4096 real data 
points, line broadening = 400 Hz. The natural abundance protein 'H 
contribution to  the spectra of A and B is insignificant. 

TABLE I 
Deuterium NMR quadrupole  splitting  and linewidth parameters 
for labeled  amino acid  and Physeter  catodon  myoglobinpowdrrs 

a t  several temperatures 
Data were obtained at a magnetic field strength of 8.5 Tesla 

(corresponding to a 'H resonance frequency of 55.3 MHz). Typical 
spectra are shown in  Figs. 2, 3, 6, 8, and 11. Simulations were carried 
out using Equation 14. 

System Quadrupole 
splitting Linewidth 

A v ~ ,  kHz" W, 26, kHz" 

S-[methyl-'H;~]methionine" 42.0  1.0 
[C"2H:r]methionine' 40.5  1.0 
Lyophilized [2H]Mb.". 35.0  6.6 
Lyophilized [lH]Mb (-3OoC)",' 40.5  5.6 
Hydrated CHIMP ". ',' 31.0 2.4 
Hydrated ['H]Mb  (-30"C)"".' 38.0 2.4 

Obtained from a  spectral simulation. Error is k500 Hz. 
Obtained from a  spectral simulation and corrected for instrumen- 

tal broadening due to exponential multiplication. Error is &15%. 
' Obtained at  ambient  temperature of 22 * 3°C. 
"Labeled  as C"'H., at  the methyl groups of methionine-55 and 

methionine-131. See under "Experimental Procedures" for details. 
Metmyoglobin, containing a high or  mixed spin ferric iron atom, 

water ligand. 
'Hydrated sample prepared by crystallizing metaquomyoglobin 

from 3.2 M ammonium sulfate, then removing excess mother liquor 
by filtration. 
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them as yet. On cooling the  sample of Fig. 3B to -38"C, zero 
asymmetry  parameter  spectra  are regained. These  results 
indicate  that  both relatively  high temperatures (24°C) and 
hydration  are  required for these motions, but  further work is 
clearly required in order  to gain a full understanding of the 
details of the  'H-NMR  lineshapes of systems undergoing 
restricted  motion (46). 

We feel that  it  is  nevertheless  instructive to try  to  detail  the 
off axis methyl  group  motions in terms of a Gaussian  distri- 
bution  and  an  order  parameter model. We will thus use the 

'Director', 

a #  
Instontonews S -C 

Molecubr interaction 
vector 

\ 
FIG. 4. Angle and  vector  designations used  in the  text to 

describe  the off axis motion of the  S-methyl  group in  labeled 
myoglobin. 

following expression to  deduce  an  order  parameter, S,,, for the 
methyl  group  motion, by analogy  with Equation 23  of Refer- 
ence 40 

APQ = $ (F) (3 cos2 a - 1)(3 cos2 y - 1)(3 cos28' - 1 )  (15) 

where a, y, and ff are shown in Fig. 4. We define  a new 
symmetry axis as d, the  director axis  (Fig. 4), I is  the angle 
between the  director d and  the magnetic field H,, a is  the 
instantaneous  angle between the SR-C bond vector and  the 
director  and y is  the S'"-C'--'H bond angle. If this  approach 
is used, it is a simple  matter to deduce an order  parameter 
S,, = %(3 cos' a - 1) = 0.76 for the  order  parameter of the 
S'-C bond vector in the  hydrated  protein  crystal, Fig. 3B. 
Using the models outlined previously (40, 47) this can be 
shown  to  correspond  to a  most probable angle of tilt aI1 
(assuming  an axially symmetric Gaussian distribution func- 
tion) of -17". This  reduces  to  about 8" for the low temperature 
hydrated  sample. Although these  values  should be  regarded 
as very approximate,  they  do clearly  show  large  motional 
changes in the  protein  crystal  due  to  hydration  and  to rela- 
tively small  changes in temperature  on  the timescale of 
s. However, we have  obtained no information on  the  orienta- 
tion of the  methionine  methyl  groups in the protein crystal 
and  have  not  yet resolved the two  nonequivalent  labeled  sites, 
Met-55 and Met-131. 

I 

FIG. 5. Photomicrographs  of 
sperm whale (Physeter catodon) 
metaquomyoglobin microcrystals 
suspended in -90% saturated 
(NH,)&O,. A, random microcrystals in 
the absence of a magnetic field, x100 on 
a 5 X 4 inch  Polaroid negative. B, ran- 
dom microcrystals, ~ 2 0 0 .  C, ordered mi- 
crocrystals, X 100. The sample was mag- 
netically ordered  in a field of 0.3 Tesla 
for approximately 20 min. The field di- 
rection is indicated in the figure. D, as C 
but ~ 2 0 0 .  E ,  magnetically ordered  pro- 
tein microcrystals, X 100. The axis of or- 
dering is perpendicular to the plane of 
the page and is approximately along the 
crystallographic c'  axis. F, high  power 
( ~ 4 0 0 )  view of E.  The pointed ends of 
the crystals can clearly be seen in F, and 
the square ends may be seen in D. In 
both instances the crystals are ordered 
along the crystallographic c' axis. 
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Magnetic  Ordering-As discussed above, we have  obtained 
highly ordered arrays of paramagnetic protein microcrystals 
by means of a magnetic ordering method which permits us to 
obtain single crystal  orientation NMR spectra of protein mi- 
crocrystals. 

We show in Fig. 5, A and B, photomicrographs of a ran- 
domly oriented array of microcrystals of metaquomyoglobin 
(from sperm whale) crystallized from 3.2 M (NH4)&304 as 
discussed under "Experimental Procedures," which has been 
suspended in a dense (-90% saturated) ammonium sulfate 
solution. Fig. 5A shows a wide field view (x100 on a 5 X 4 
inch Polaroid negative), and Fig. 5B is from the  same sample 
but at higher magnitkation (x200) and includes several larger 
crystals (-0.2 mm length). Careful inspection of  Fig. 5, A and 
B, reveals two apparent crystal  types,  those  with  square and 
those with pointed ends. 

When the sample of Fig. 5, A and B, is placed in a  direct 
current magnetic field (I&) of about 0.3 Tesla strength  the 
protein microcrystals become highly ordered, aligning with 
their long axis perpendicular to the field direction (Fig. 5, C 
and D ) .  Note that now all crystals appear  to have square ends. 

Clearly then,  the paramagnetic protein microcrystals are 
being aligned by the field and must thus have their maximum 
(crystal) susceptibility along I f o ,  which as shown by  Fig. 5, C 
and D, corresponds to  the crystallographic c* axis along Ho. 
This is the result that might be predicted on the basis of the 
ESR (14) and  crystal structures (11, 48) if only the lowest 
Kramers levels were populated. We discuss this  latter point  in 
more detail later in this publication. In any case, it  appears 
from Fig. 5, A to D ,  that  there is only one crystal habit in  our 
sample; when viewed along the a axis the crystal appears 
rectangular (Fig. 5, C and D ) ,  but in  a  random powder distri- 
bution views both along c* (Fig. 5, A and B, pointed ends), a 
and b (Fig. 5, A and B, square or rectangular) will  be seen. 
Our sample holder geometry for photomicrography consists 
of a thick microscope slide assembly and thus  tends  to flatten 
crystals so end-on views are seen only for smaller crystallites. 

A prediction of the above is that if crystals are aligned and 
viewed along the field direction (approximately along c * )  then 
they will all appear with pointed ends. This indeed occurs, 
and results are shown in  Fig. 5, E and F. Here, we simply 
oriented a sample suspended in a vertical microscope cavity 
slide in  a horizontal direct current magnetic field of -3kG, 
then removed it and viewed it in the normal horizontal fash- 
ion. The result is a view along the field direction, Fig. 5,  E and 
F. Note all crystals are capped in  Fig. 5 F while all ends appear 
square in  Fig. 5D, and  the sample is disordered along c*. 

In Fig. 6 we show the effects on the 'H-NMR spectra of 
suspending microcrystals of aquoferrimyoglobin and allowing 
them to be ordered under the influence of the external mag- 
netic field. We  show first for comparative purposes in  Fig. 6A 
a "powder" spectrum of aquoferrimyoglobin microcrystals. 
The microcrystals form a solid disordered mass after removal 
of saturated ammonium sulfate solution by filtration. The 
spectrum of Fig. 6A, as discussed above, may be attributed  to 
two overlapping powder patterns having a  quadrupole  split- 
ting (AvQ) of 31 kHz, as shown in  Fig. 6B. At low temperatures 
(c1-30"C) q = 0.08 spectra having Av,  -38 kHz are obtained 
(see Table I).' By contrast to  the powder spectrum of  Fig. 6A, 
a very narrow-line spectrum having AVQ = 53.6 kHz is obtained 
when the microcrystals of Fig. 6A are resuspended in 'H- 
depleted 90% saturated ammonium sulfate (pH 6.3), which 
has  the same density as  the crystals, Fig. 6C. This spectrum 
has a Avo much  greater than  the -40 kHz expected for only 
methyl group rotation (Fig. 2, A and C )  and does not have the 

T. M. Rothgeb and E. Oldfield, unpublished results. 
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FIG. 6. Deuterium quadrupole echo Fourier  transform NMR 
spectra  at 55.3 MHz and 20 2 2°C of 'H-methylmethionine 
labeled sperm whale myoglobin as a solid hydrated  crystal 
powder, and a magnetically ordered sample, together with 
their spectral simulations. A, solid crystal powder hydrated with 
-90% saturated ( N H M O , .  176,685 scans, 65  ms recycle time, 7 ,  = 
7 2  = 65 ps, 7 ps SOo pulse widths, 167 kHz spectral width, 4096 real 
data points, line broadening = 400 Hz. B, spectral simulation of A 
using Avo = 31.0 kHz, 9 = 0.15, 26 = 2.8 kHz. C, magnetically ordered 
spectrum of the sample of A after suspension in -90% saturated 
(NH4)2S04. 245,839 scans, 65 ms recycle time, T~ = r 2  = 61 ps, 7 ps 90" 
pulse widths, 167 kHz spectral width, 4096 real data points, line 
broadening = 400 Hz. D, spectral simulation of C using Avu = 53.6 
kHz, 28 (outer component) = 2.4 kHz. The inner methionine reso- 
nance cannot be accurately simulated due to the overlapping reso- 
nance from  natural abundance H02H. 

appearance of a  normal powder pattern, Fig. 1A. Rather,  it 
closely resembles the theoretical single crystal  orientation 
spectrum of Fig. 18. The spectrum of Fig. 6C, therefore, 
indicates that "pseudo-single crystal" NMR  spectra of para- 
magnetic proteins  may  be readily obtained by means of the 
magnetic ordering effect. From the result of Fig. 6C it follows 
that 8' for at  least one methionine Sa-" vector is 17.5 k 2", 
as shown in  Fig. 6D. The results of sample freezing and 
additional pH dependence experiments, in which crystal ori- 
entation is changed by means of a spin-state transition5 indi- 
cates  that a second methionine resonance lies under the HO'H 
resonance. Thus 6' for this group is 54.7 2 2 O .  These results 
represent the first direct determination by NMR spectroscopy 
of a structural parameter  in  a  protein crystal. Freezing exper- 
iments (see below) also rule out motional narrowing of the 
quadrupole  interaction by particle oscillation, since sharp 
spectra of the same Avg are obtained even on frozen samples. 

Further evidence for the macroscopic magnetic ordering 
origins of the  sharp line spectrum shown in Fig. 6C is given in 
Figs. 7 and 8. In Fig. 7 we show, schematically, the effects on 
the *H-NMR lineshape expected for three cases of rotation of 
a frozen, magnetically oriented sample. In Fig. 7 A  we show a 
static C2H vector orientation (equivalent to  the SS-C vector 
orientation  in the case of fast methionine methyl group rota- 
tion where a new effective field gradient tensor is produced) 
oriented along the magnetic field direction, Ho. In this case 
@' = 0" and a  quadrupole  splitting of AVQ -276 kHz  would be 
expected in the case of an aromatic  system undergoing no 
motion (as), for example a  heme meso 2H-atom, or -64 kHz 
for the case of the rotating S-C2H3 group in a protein crystal. 
Such broad splittings are indeed obtained for *H-labeled 
hemes? Rotation of the sample through 90" about any axis in 
the x-y plane results  in all electric field gradient  tensor prin- 
cipal axes lying in the x-y plane, at 90" to Ho, Fig. 7B. A sharp 
line spectrum having AVQ -138 kHz (aromatic ring, no motion) 
or -32 kHz (fast  methyl  rotation) is thus produced, as shown 
in Fig. 7B. Note, of course, that a sample magnetically ordered 
along z will  be rotationally disordered about z, since in the 
absence of any  other interactions all such orientations are 
degenerate. 

R. Lee and E. Oldfield, unpublished data. 
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FIG. 7. Vector diagram  and computer-simulated results 
showing  the effects of sample  rotation on 'H-NMR spectral 
appearance for various  initial conditions. A, principal electric 
field gradient tensor components aligned along the field direction Ho. 
B, vector orientation and  spectral appearance after  a 90" rotation 
about the x axis. C, principal electric field gradient tensor components 
oriented at 90' to  the field direction Ho, i.e. electric field gradient 
principal components oriented or lying in the xy plane. 0, vector 
orientation and spectral  appearance after a 90' rotation around x.  
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FIG. 8. Solution and frozen sample 'H-NMR rotation  pat- 
terns of 'H-methylmethionhe labeled ferrimyoglobin from 
sperm whale. A, nonfrozen sample, spectral conditions as in  Fig. 6C. 
B to F, frozen samples rotated  about  an axis perpendicular to the 
field direction by the amount indicated. Data acquisition conditions 
were typically recycle time = 65 ms, T I  = T 2  = 65 ps, 7 ps 90" pulse 
widths, 167 kHz spectral width, 4096 real data points, 400 Hz line 
broadening due  to exponential multiplicat,ion. The number of scans 
varied between 82,615 and 262,000. The spectral simulations assumed 
8,  = 17.5", 8, = 54.6", 26 = 4.4 kHz, and AVQ = 38 kHz. The rotation 
angles are accurate to k3O. A small isotropic component was also 
included in the simulation. 

A sample giving rise to a 8' = 90° magnetically  ordered 
spectrum (Fig. 7C) having AVQ -138 kHz for the case of for 
example a rigid heme group or ~ 3 2  kHz  in the case of fast 
methyl group  motion in the protein, will, however, have a 
complete x-y distribution of orientations (Fig. 7C), although 
the observed spectrum will be identical  with that observed in 
Fig. 7B which originates from  the  unique distribution  shown. 
Rotation of the x-y powder distribution shown in Fig. 7C 
through 90" about  any axis  orthogonal to  z generates  the 
same  distribution, now in the  appropriate z-x, z-y, or  other 

Note that a powder pattern having the full spectral  breadth is 
obtained although the perpendicular edges are somewhat attenuated. 
E, electric field gradient tensor principal components oriented at  the 
magic angle (54.7") to  the field direction Ha. An isotropic narrow 
Lorentzian absorption is obtained. Note that  the vectors are oriented 
on  the surface of a cone. F, vector Orientation and  spectral appearance 
after 90" rotation of the array shown in E ,  about the x axis. A complex 
tilted conical distribution function lineshape is generated. 

plane. The  result is that a new powder spectrum is  generated 
having  all  frequency  components, from +q to -cq, as shown 
in Fig. 7 0 .  

Any group  not undergoing fast isotropic  motion  but  still 
showing a zero quadrupole splitting, Fig. 7E, must be oriented 
at  the magic angle (54.7') to  the field, such  that (3cos28' - 1) 
= 0. Such groups must be oriented through  the  sample on the 
surface of a  cone, so upon rotation a complex tilted conical 
distribution (Fig. 7F)  powder pattern lineshape must be cal- 
culated. The result  is  shown. It is clear from the  results of Fig. 
7 that  computer simulations are necessary  for all but  the 
simplest sample  rotation experiment. 

A microcrystalline sample of aquoferrimyoglobin, labeled 
as C2Ha at c' of Met-55 and Met-131, was magnetically  or- 
dered at  8.5 Tesla for 30 min at 18"C, to produce  a highly 
oriented specimen. The  sample was then frozen by passing a 
stream of cold nitrogen through  the  NMR probe. The  sample 
was completely solid at -3O"C, the  temperature of the 'H- 
NMR experiment. 

As may  be seen from the  results of Fig. 8, A and B, the 
transition from  a state in which the protein  microcrystals are 
suspended in 90% saturated  ammonium sulfate  (Fig. S A )  to 
the frozen state (Fig. 8B) results in only a minor change in 
AVQ (31 to 38 kHz),  and  this change  does in fact occur gradually 
and does not  appear  to  correlate with  bulk-phase-water freez- 
ing. It thus seems  safe to  assume  that  any changes in crystal 
structure  are very minor on freezing. 

On rotating  the frozen sample of Fig. 8B about  an axis 
orthogonal to Ho, very dramatic changes in the 'H-NMR 
spectrum  are  seen (Fig. 8, C to F ) .  We show in Fig. 8, in 
addition to   the experimental  results, computer simulations of 
the  experimental  data  made assuming methionine  methyl 
groups  having 0 = 54.7" and 17", and  the tilt angles 5 = 0", 
3O.Oo, 45", 67.5", and go", as shown in  the figure. A linewidth 
(26) of  4.4 kHz and a AVQ of 38 kHz were used in the  spectral 
simulations (Table 11). The theoretical  results  are in general 
in excellent agreement with the experiment  findings and con- 
T i  the idea that  the samples were ordered by the  intense 
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TABLE I1 
Deuterium NMR quadrupole splitting and linewidth parameters 

for magnetically ordered 'H-labeled Physeter  catodon 
ferrimyoglobins 

Samples  were  ordered  and data obtained at a magnetic  field 
strength of  8.5 Tesla.  Typical  spectra are shown  in  Figs. 6,8, and  11. 

System Quadrupole Linewidth splitting 

Random metaqu~[~H]Mb'. ', 31.0 
Ordered metaqu~[~H]Mb'~ d.' 

2.4 
0, 53.6 2 .O" 

Random  cyanomet[*H]Mb'~  33.0 
Ordered ~yanomet[~H]Mb"~': 

2.4 
13.6,  38.1  2.0 

Metaquo['H]Mb, rotation pat- 4.0 
tern". 
" Obtained  from a spectral  simulation.  Error  is f500 Hz. 
' Obtained  from a spectral  simulation  and  corrected  for  instrumen- 

' Data were  recorded at ambient  probe  temperature of 22 & 3°C. 

AVQ, kHz" W, 26, kHzh 

tal  broadening  due to exponential  multiplication.  Error is f15%. 

[ZHIMe-labeled  aquoferrimyoglobin,  pH -6.3. Protein is labeled 
solely at Met-55  and  Met-131 c'. 

Sample  has  been  filtered  free of 3.2 M (NH,)*SO,  mother  liquor 
and  packed into  an NMR tube.  Sample  did  not  lose  water  during data 
acquisition. 

'Sample  is  suspended  in -90% saturated (NH,)eS04. 
Only the outer  line was simulated. The inner ( AnV -0) line  may 

have a different  width. 
'H-Me-labeled  cyanometmyoglobin,  pH  -6.4.  Labeled at Met-55 

and  Met-131  only. 
' Sample  was  ordered at 8.5  Tesla at -24'C, then rapidly  cooled  to 

-30°C  with a cold N2 gas stream.  The  sample  appeared  to  freeze at 
--25OC.  Slow  sample  cooling  caused  formation of a powder  spectrum 
(without  sample  rotation)  due  to (NH4)2S04 crystallization  resulting 
in a solvent  density  decrease  and  protein  sedimentation. 

magnetic field. Simulations using only orientations of 54.7 or 
17O did not give good agreement  with experiment." 

Carbon-13 NMR-The production of high sensitivity high 
resolution  magnetic  resonance  spectra  and  the  derivation of 
both  static  and  dynamic  information  about  protein  structure 
should  not be confined to  deuterium NMR. We have,  there- 
fore,  synthesized [C"'"CH3]methionine-labeled myoglobin, la- 
beled at  both positions Met-55  and Met-131 with "C, and 
have  obtained high  resolution spectra of magnetically ordered 
samples, as  shown  in Fig. 9. In  the  absence of an  intense 
proton-decoupling field both && and :%hA (Equation 1) lead 
to severe  line  broadening,  and it is  not possible to resolve the 
two  individual methionine resonances, even  in a magnetically 
ordered  sample (Fig. 9A). In the presence of intense  decou- 
pling, but in the  absence of magnetic  ordering, it  is again not 
possible to obtain resolved resonances, since X& now domi- 
nates,  and  the  methionine  methyl group resonances  are  spread 
over some 40 ppm  or -1500 Hz. Upon magnetic ordering, 
however, the two resonances  are resolved in a 'H-decoupled 
spectrum  as  shown in Fig. 9B, and this resolution can  be 
improved  considerably  by  convolution  difference  spectroscopy 
(21,22) as shown in Fig. 9C. The two  resonances  are  separated 
by 9.3 ppm in the microcrystalline protein  sample, occupying 
different parts of a  chemical shift anisotropy powder pattern 
due  to  their different orientations  in  the  protein crystal. In 
addition  there  may  be  hyperfine  contributions  to  these shifts 
in  the crystalline solid state." In solution these two resonances 
are  separated by about 1 ppm (36, 37). 

These  results  indicate that high resolution carbon-13  NMR 
spectra of protein  crystds  may  be  obtained  and suggest that 
in  addition  the  orientations of carbon-13-containing  residues 
may  be deduced. In a later  paper we will show how these 
resolved resonances  may be specifically assigned to  Met-55 
and Met-131. 

Electron  Spin  Resonance Spectra-We have  shown in Figs. 
6, 8, and 9 that  it is possible to  obtain  high  resolution solid 

state 'H- and I3C-NMR spectra of labeled protein  crystals 
containing a high  spin ferric iron (S  = 5/2)  by means of the 
magnetic  ordering effect. We would, therefore,  predict that it 
should  be possible to  obtain similar high resolution  electron 
spin  resonance  spectra of these  same crystals. This prediction 
is borne our experimentally, as shown in Fig. 10. 

In Fig. 10A we present  the 9.3 GHz continuous wave elec- 
tron spin resonance  spectrum (at 12°K) of a powder sample of 
specifically deuterated metmyoglobin, and  in Pig. 10B we 
show an ESR spectrum of the  same  sample  after being mag- 
netically ordered a t  0.9 Tesla for  15 min at 20°C, then cooled 
to 6°K. The  spectrum of Fig. 1OA obviously corresponds to a 
normal high spin ferric iron powder pattern signal  having gL 
= 6.0 and g 11 = 2.0. It is assumed  that  the lowest doublet is S, 
= +-1/2 with a zero field splitting  to  the  other  spin  doublets 
much  greater  than that of  the microwave quanta (14). The 

DIOXANE 1 

ORDERED,DECOUPLED h/r B 
CONYOLUTION 
DIFFERENCE 

I I I I I I I  
268 126 48 6 -48 

PPM FROM TMS 
FIG. 9. Carbon-13 Fourier  transform NMR spectra at 37.7 

MHz of '3C-methylmethioNne labeled  sperm  whale  aquoferri- 
myoglobin microcrystals  in a magnetically ordered sample. A,  
coupled spectrum,  crystals  ordered at 3.5 Tesla, pH = 6.25,  4.1 s 
recycle  time, I10 ps data acquisition  delay, 12 ps 90" pulse  width, 20 
kHz spectral  width, 4096 complex data points, 30  Hz line  broadening. 
B,  fully  proton-decoupled  spectrum.  Other  conditions as in A,  except 
for a 30-ps data acquisition  delay  time  and  10-ps 90" pulse  width. C,  
convolution  difference  spectrum of B using tu, = 30 Hz, w2 = 300 Hz. 
Chemical shifts  are in  ppm  from internal  1,4-dioxane. 

SPERM WHALE 
4.6.0 I AOUOMETMYOGLOBIN 
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ORDERED I 1 I t3 
90" ROTATION "I C 

FIG. 10. Electron  spin  resonance  spectra  obtained at 9.3 GHz 
of hydrated  powder, magnetically ordered,  and  rotated-or- 
dered  sperm  whale aquoferrimyoglobin  microcrystals. A, ran- 
dom  powder  sample hydrated with 90% saturated (NH,),SO,,  pH (at 
24OC) = 6.25,  1.25 G modulation  amplitude, 100 kHz  modulation 
frequency,  12"K,  1.0  milliwatt  microwave  power. B,  sample  magneti- 
cally ordered at 9 k c  then rapidly  frozen, 0.32 G modulation  ampli- 
tude, 100 kHz  modulation  frequency,  5.5'K,  0.2  milliwatt  microwave 
power. C, spectrum of sample of B after a 90' rotation  about an  axis 
orthogonal to that of ordering.  Same  spectrometer  conditions  as  in B. 
Note the large g = 2 component  in the rotated  sample, C.  The  sample 
of B orders along a low temperature 6 = 6 axis. 
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spectrum of  Fig. 1OA is essentially identical with that of Hori 
(49). In contrast, the spectrum of  Fig. 1OB shows a very 
symmetric derivative absorption  centered at  a g value of 6.0, 
with only a very small component at  a g value of  2.0. The 
spectrum of Fig. 1OB corresponds, therefore, to fenimyoglobin 
molecules oriented  with their maximum g value (-6) along 
the field direction,  together with a very small contribution 
from less well ordered  material (at a g of 2). This g = 2.0 
component is even smaller in  a sample which has been ori- 
ented at  8.5 Tesla, then frozen for ESR.' This result is that 
expected from Equation 12 where we show that  the  torque on 
a  particle  depends on the  square of the magnetic field strength. 
At 8.5 Tesla it is likely that even the smallest particles in our 
sample are well ordered by the field. Similar magnetic ori- 
entation of highly paramagnetic low molecular weight species 
has been observed previously in ESR spectroscopy (31) and 
in the analogous technique of far-infrared magnetic resonance 
(33), although  in both instances only small inorganic model 
complexes were investigated. 

These results  together with those of Fig. 5  indicate that  the 
metaquomyoglobin crystals are magnetically ordered along 
the crystallographic C* axis, and from Fig. 10 we see, at  least 
at  liquid helium temperatures, that  this axis corresponds to 
one of the (g  = 6) principal axes of the electron g tensor (Fig. 
10, A and B).  EPR (14), x-ray crystallographic (11, 48), and 
'H-NMR results' all support  the idea that  the heme residues 
in the monoclinic type A (P2J crystals lie approximately in 
the Crystallographic bc* plane and  that  the two g = 6 com- 
ponents lie in this plane. These conclusions help us predict 
the type of ESR spectrum  to be expected upon sample rotation 
(about  the crystallographic b axis), as shown in  Fig. 10. 

The effect of sample rotation  about  an axis in the ab plane 
is to  generate  a new powder spectrum with a g = 2 component 
much  larger than  that seen in the normal powder distribution, 
Fig. 10, B and C. This spectrum may be explained as follows. 
The magnetically ordered  crystallites are oriented with their 
crystallographic c* axis along the field direction, which coin- 
cides with a g = 6 g tensor  component, at  least at low 
temperatures. The crystallites are, however, disordered with 
respect to rotation about e*,  in the absence of any other 
ordering forces (Fig. 5, E and F ). This disorder is not apparent 
in the 'H-NMR or ESR spectra of the conventionally mag- 
netically ordered  samples (Figs. 6B and 10B) since in the case 
of deuterium the electric field gradient tensor principal com- 
ponents in different molecules all lie on a conical surface 
having the same  tilt with respect  to the HO field direction, and 
in the  ESR case c* seems to correspond closely to  a g = 6 
component at  low temperature (Fig. lOB), and again all mol- 
ecules have  equivalent relative orientations  with  respect to 
the field direction. Rotation of the sample about an axis 
orthogonal to HO in the 2H-NMR case generates  a complex 
tilted conical distribution powder pattern (see for example, 
Fig. 7F) .  A 90" rotation around  any axis in the ab plane 
generates in the  ESR spectrum (Fig. ZOC) a powder pattern 
containing all g values between 6 and 2. The resulting powder 
pattern, therefore, has approximately the width of a  normal 
distribution (g, = 5.87, gr = 5.98, g, = 2.00, Ref. 49) but  the 
lineshape reflects the increased contribution  from the g = 2.00 
component (Fig. 10, A and C). 

This rotation pattern may perhaps be better understood by 
reference to Fig. 7, C and D. If  we assume that  the field (Ho) 
is along C* ( y),  then  the vectors in Fig.  7C may be visualized 
as g = 6 components.  Sample  rotation (90") around b(n) 
generates  a powder spectrum having a large g = 2 component. 
Note that  the 90" rotated sample EPR spectrum appears  as 
a powder pattern having g values from 6 to 2 since the original 
sample has a  random  distribution of crystallite  orientation 

along c* (y, see Fig. 5F) .  Thus, on 90" rotation  about  any axis 
in the ab plane a powder spectrum having g values from 6 to 
2 is obtained (Fig. 1 0 0 .  
Low Spin  Ferric Hemes-As discussed above, we have 

demonstrated the ease with which crystals of the high spin 
ferric heme-containing protein myoglobin may be ordered by 
external magnetic fields. Note, however, that  the iron atom 
was in the high spin ferric state.  The question now arises as  to 
whether similar effects will be  seen with low spin ferric he- 
moproteins, which we intuitively expect to have small mag- 
netic susceptibilities. Inspection of Equations 11 and 12 sug- 
gests for all reasonably sized particles, such as those that may 
be readily visualized under the light microscope, that such 
ordering will  be observed. This  statement of course implies 
use of a significantly anisotropic g tensor and neglect of the 
population of excited states, which may be a non-negligible 
effect for many systems. 

Nonetheless, we have found that low spin ferric heme 
protein microcrystals do indeed orient. We should note at  this 
point that diamagnetic (MbCO) crystals do not  orient even at 
high fields, as evidenced by 'H-NMR at 8.5 Tesla. 

We present in  Fig. 11 'H-NMR spectra of the low spin ferric 
hemoprotein cyanometmyoglobin labeled as C2HH:< at  Met-55 
and Met-131. The samples of Fig. 11 were prepared by adding 
-20 mg of KCN in saturated  (NH4)2S04  to a  sample of type 
A(P2,) metaquomyoglobin crystals, followed by pH  adjust- 
ment  and a period of equilibration. The results of Fig. 11A 
were obtained  on  a solid mass of crystals, obtained by removal 
of the mother liquor by filtration,  although the crystals were 
still wet and  the spectrum  obtained is not that characteristic 
of a dry powder. The spectrum of  Fig. 1lA may be best 
simulated using a  quadrupole  splitting (AvQ) of 33 kHz and  a 
linewidth (28) of 2.8 kHz, Fig. 11B and Table I. These simu- 
lation parameters  are,  as expected, very similar to  those of the 
metaquomyoglobin sample (Fig. 6 and  Table 1). 

The sample of Fig. 11A when suspended in 90% saturated 
ammonium sulfate solution and immersed in a magnetic field 
of 8.5 Tesla orders very rapidly, and  the 'H-NMR spectrum 
of  Fig. 11C is obtained. Please  note, however, that this spec- 
trum is completely different from that obtained for the high 
spin metaquo complex (Fig. 6). This result is to be expected 
since the low spin electron g tensor (49) and  thus  the magnetic 
susceptibility are expected to be completely different both in 

I\ SIMULATIONS 

80 0 -80 - 
KILOHERTZ 

FIG. 11. Deuterium  quadrupole echo Fourier  transform 
NMR spectra at 55.3 MHz and 22 f 1°C of 'H-methylmethio- 
nine-labeled sperm whale cyanoferrimyoglobin. A, solid powder 
sample hydrated with 90% saturated (NH&S04, 233,644 scans, 65 ms 
recycle time, 71 = n = 65 p, 7 ps 90' pulse widths, 167 kHz spectral 
width, 4096  real data points, line broadening = 400 Hz. B, spectral 
simulation of the result of A using Avv = 33.0 kHz, '7 = 0.15, and 26 
= 2.8 kHz. C, magnetically ordered  cyanoferrimyoglobin suspended 
in -90% saturated (NH,),SO,, pH = 6.4.940,703 scans, 61 ms recycle 
time, 7 1  = T Z  = 61 p, 9 ps 90" pulse widths, 167 kHz spectral width, 
4096  real data points, 400 Hz line broadening. D, simulation of the 
spectrum shown in C using 8,  = 32.1", Oa = 63.7" (or 46.7'). 28 = 2.4 
kHz. A small isotropic component was also included in the simulation. 
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magnitude  and  orientation  to  that ot' the high spin species 
(49). The crystals,  therefore, would appear  to  orient along  a 
different  axis and  thus very  different 'H (or "IC) NMR  spectra 
are  obtained. 

Results  obtained using photomicrography of cyanoferri- 
myoglobin microcrystals (suspended in 90% saturated 
(NH,),SO,, pH -6.4) are  presented in Fig. 12 and show that, 
indeed,  cyanometmyoglobin crystals  orient  quite differently 
to  those of metaquomyoglobin. In Fig. 12A we show  a random 
distribution of MbCN  crystals (x200 on a 5 X 4 inch  Polaroid 
negative) which is essentially  identical  with that  obtained 
from  a random  distribution of aquometmyoglobin (Fig. 5B). 
Note in particular  the  dark  crystal (viewed down a) and  the 
large capped  crystal (viewed down c*).  Upon  magnetic order- 
ing all crystals  appear  capped,  and  one large well formed 
crystal  and a crystal  fragment  are  shown  under high magni- 
fication ( ~ 4 0 0 )  in Fig. 12R. On viewing down h, using the 
technique of sideways ordering followed by a 90" sample 
rotation for photomicrography,  the  random  distribution of 
square  ended  crystals, Fig. 12C, is produced. These  results 
show conclusively that  MbCN  orients  approximately along a 
rather  than c*, although it does  appear  that  the  crystals  have 
a slight  tilt (Fig. 12h). The experimental  result of Fig. 1lC 
thus  originates from a sample  oriented  quite differently to 
that of metaquomyoglobin. It may be accurately  simulated, 
however, using the  parameters listed in Table 11, as  shown in 
Fig. l lD ,  in  which  identical  linewidths to  those of aquoferri- 
myoglobin have been used. Quadrupole  splittings of AVO = 
13.6 and 38.1 kHz are  obtained with MbCN, however, as given 
in Table 11. These  quadrupole  splittings give solutions for the 
angles 0' between the electric field gradient  tensor principal 
axis (S'-"c' vector)  and  the field direction of 32.1" (38.1 kHz) 
and 46.7 or 63.7" (13.6 kHz)  at  pH 6.4. Two  solutions  are 
found  for the  component  nearest  the magic angle,  since we do 
not know the sign of AVQ, i.e. whether  the high frequency line 
is a 0 c) + 1  or 0 c) -1 transition.  The  results of Figs. 11  and 
12, therefore,  indicate  that even the low spin ferric heme- 
containing protein  microcrystals  may  be oriented using the 
magnetic  ordering  technique.  It,  therefore, follows that  it 
should be possible to record ESR  spectra of such  ordered low 
spin complexes. This is indeed the case, as  shown by the 
results of Fig. 13. 

We show in Fig. 13A the 9.3 GHz ESR  spectrum of a  powder 
sample of randomly  ordered cyanometmyoglobin  microcrys- 
tals in (NHJ'SO., a t  very low temperature.  The  spectrum 
observed has  the  shape  and width  expected on  the basis of 
the work of others (Ref. 49: gx = 0.93, g." = 1.89, and gz = 
3.45). A sample  ordered at 23" and -0.7 Tesla for 40 min gives 
the  spectrum of Fig. 13B, corresponding to a  highly, although 
not completely, ordered  sample, while a sample  ordered a t  8.5 
Tesla for 30 min gives an even sharper  spectrum."  These 
results clearly indicate  that low spin ferric heme-containing 
proteins  may be oriented even a t  low magnetic field strengths, 
consistent  with  the  observation of the very well resolved high 
field 'H-NMK  spectrum of Fig. 12C. Rotation of the  sample 
of Fig. 13R by 90' around  an axis orthogonal  to  that of 
ordering  again yields  a  complex  powder distribution with  a 
small g = 3.45 component (Fig. 13C). 

Particle  Size  Considerations-The  results  presented  above 
show  that  it is a  relatively simple  matter to obtain high 
resolution solid state  NMR  and  ESR  spectra of protein crys- 
tals, which may be used to  derive  static  and in  principle 
dynamic  information  about  protein  crystal  structure.  The 
time  required for a particular  sample  to  order  under  the 
influence of the  magnetic field may be determined by solution 
of the  appropriate Langevin equation (31). In systems we have 

FIG. 12. Photomicrographs of cyanoferrimyoglobin micro- 
crystals suspended in -90% saturated (NH.,),SO, at 24 f 1°C. 
A. random microcrystalline dispersion. x200 on  a 5 X 4 inch Polaroid 
negative. B ,  magnetically ordered microcrystals of cvanoferrimyoglo- 
bin. The field direction is indicated in the figure, ~400. C, "sideways 
ordered" view of magnetically ordered cyanoferrimyoglobin micro- 
crystalline array, ~ 2 0 0 .  The axis of ordering is indicated. Note  the 
"pointed" ends of the  crystals in B and the uniformly square ends  of 
the  crystals in the view shown in C, where the microcrystals are 
approximately ordered along the crystallographic n axis but disor- 
dered about it. 

studied  these  times  are of the  order of minutes, or less, at  high 
magnetic field strengths. 

Since we have  obtained well ordered  samples of  low spin 
ferric heme-containing  proteins even at  low field (0.3 Tesla) 
after a few minutes ordering as  shown in  Fig. 12, it is instruc- 
tive  to  estimate  the  largest  dilution of paramagnetic  centers 
possible in a system which might still be ordered  due  to  such 
centers. Increasing H,, from 0.3 Tesla  to 8.5 Tesla  and  the g 
tensor  anisotropy  term by a factor of a t  least 3 for  a low spin 
to high  spin  conversion  suggests that for particles of equivalent 
size to  those used in this publication (20.1 mm)  that species 
of M ,  -40,000,000 containing  one high  spin  Fe(II1) d" ion may 
be highly ordered by a magnetic field of 8.5 Tesla.  More  dilute 
samples will still order  but  more slowly (31). I t  will  of course 
be realized that  this is an exceedingly dilute  concentration of 
paramagnetic  centers,  and  it may well be in some  instances 
that  impurities could contribute  to  the observed effect. Note 
of course that  the binding of these ions must be such  that 
their effects are  additive;  random binding will not be effective. 

In the  absence of a  magnetic field, it is of some  interest  to 
calculate  the  rate a t  which the  particles will "dephase." For a 
typical protein having  a radius of 20 A, correlation times of 
-1 to 10 ns  are expected,  from the  Stokes-Einstein  equation. 
Using this  approximation for crystallites of say 0.1-mm radius 
leads  to  correlation  times of the  order of weeks. In  such 
instances  the main causes of disordering will clearly be from 
mechanical  vibrations  and possibly by convection. However, 
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FIG. 13. 9.3 GHz electron  spin  resonance  derivative  absorp- 

tion  spectra of sperm  whale cyanoferrimyoglobin. A, pH = 6.4, 
random dispersion in -90% saturated (NH.,).'SO,. 4-G modulation 
amplitude, 7.1"K. 20 milliwatts microwave power. B,  sample as in A 
but  ordered for 40 min a t  0.7 Tesla, 1.64  modulation  amplitude, 7"K, 
20 milliwatts microwave  power. Sample  orients considerably more 
slowly than  the high spin  derivative  and,  therefore,  the  ordering in 
this  spectrum is only partial. C, 90" rotation of the  sample of B, 4-G 
modulation  amplitude, 8°K. Insets a t  a and b represent  the  respective 
cavity contributions. 

we have  kept  samples  ordered for several  days, which leads  to 
the possibility of preparing  ordered  systems a t  very  high  fields 
and  then  carrying  out  numerous low or zero field (eg.  optical) 
experiments  on  these materials. Note  also.  that  additional 
ordering  may be  achieved by the  simple  expedient of allowing 
the microcrystals to  sediment  out  under  the force of gravity. 
With metaquomyoglobin  for  example,  a  two-dimensional ar- 
ray of crystals  may be  formed (similar  to  that  shown in Fig. 
50) which  because of the lack of any need of phase  coherence 
between  particles in an  NMR  experiment  should give rise to 
conventional  three-dimensional  "rotation patterns." 

Experiments  with Coboglobins-For high spin ferric hemes 
there  are  three  Kramers  doublets  and  the zero field splittings 
D and E are nonzerp. If we assume a value 2 0  -20 cm" (50), 
then  it  may  be  seen at room temperature  that all three levels 
will be appreciably  populated,  since 2 0  = 0.1 kT.  In  the 
absence of generally agreed upon accurate  values for D we 
simply assumed  that  the  contribution  to  the susceptibility 
would be dominated by the lower level, irrespective of the g 
values of the  upper levels. This  seems  to be borne  out by 
experiment  since  the magnetically ordered  ESR  spectrum of 
aquoferrimyoglobin  (Fig. 10B) shows a very sharp,  symmetric 
absorption at a g value of 6.0 a t  very low temperature. 

A more satisfying  check of the  magnetic  ordering experi- 
ment's  mechanism is, however, to prepare a protein  where  the 
transition  metal  center is not  expected to have  additional 
close-lying Kramer's levels. This  is  frequently  the case  for the 
low spin d' ion Co". We have,  therefore,  prepared  the Co" 
myoglobin derivative "coboglobin" (51), which has been 
shown  to  have  inplane g values of gxx = 2.33, grV = 2.32, and 
a g value  perpendicular to the  plane of the macrocycle of g,, 
= 2.09 (51). The  crystals (51) appear  isomorphous  with  those 
of the ferric heme  when grown from 3.2 M (NH4),S04. 

There  are  many possible ways  for the deoxycoboglobin 
crystals  to  orient, if they  do, in an applied direct  current 
magnetic field. However, we predict  that  they will orient  with 
g,, = 2.09 perpendicular  to Ho (see  Equations 10 to 12). We, 
therefore,  expect  an "aquomet" (Fig. 5 C and D) rather  than 
a  "cyanomet" (Fig. 12B) orientation,  since in the  latter  case 
gmaX is approximately  perpendicular  to  the  heme plane, and 
the  crystals  order  approximately along a (Fig. 12B). 

This prediction is borne  out by experiment,  as shown in Fig. 
14. Fig. 14A shows a random  distribution of microcrystals of 
deoxycoboglobin. I t  can be seen  that  this  distribution  is essen- 
tially the  same  as  that of metaquomyoglobin (Fig. 5, A and 
B). When  the  sample of Fig. 14A is placed in a  magnetic field 
(of 0.3 Tesla  strength)  an  ordered  array of microcrystals forms 
(Fig. 14B) which is identical  with that  obtained with meta- 
quomyoglobin (Fig. 5, C and D), i.e. ordered  approximately 
along c*,  in the  heme plane. The orientation of the protein 
microcrystals showing square (Fig. 5, C and D Fig. 14B) 
rather  than pointed ends, as found in cyanometmyoglobin 
(Fig. 12B) is  that predicted  from the  orientation of the glI 
-2.09 g tensor  components ( gzz) determined from the single 
crystal  ESR  study of deoxycoboglobin (51), approximately 
perpendicular  to  the field direction. 

More specifically, we note  that  ordering along c* (or c)  
rather  than b may be  predicted  for both metaquomyoglobin 
and deoxycoboglobin by examination of the respective g ten- 
sors (51,52). The angles of z, where z is the minimum g value 
and is along the  heme normal,  with  respect to (a*, h, c )  are 
(23", 70°,  79') for deoxycoboglobin (51) and (22",  69", and 
73") for  metmyoglobin (52). The minimum  energy  configura- 
tion will clearly be one in which the minimum g value is a t  
90" to Ho. For  both  MbH20  and  CoMb  this  corresponds  to HO 
close to c* (or c ) ,  and  the  crystals  should  order  as observed. 

The  Resonance Assignments-The correct  assignments of 
the  NMR  resonances of individual sites in proteins is complex, 
although  many  strategies  have been  developed  for  assign- 
ments in solution  NMR  spectra (22). In principle,  however, 
assignments in crystal  spectra  should be simpler  than solution 
assignments if the  appropriate  crystal  structure is known since 
a t  least for 'H-NMR  it  should be possible to predict the  NMR 
spectrum  from  the  crystal  structure when the  orientation of 
the  crystal in the  magnetic field H0 is known. We have, 

B 

0.05 rnrn 
FIG. 14. Photomicrographs of deoxycoboglobin microcrys- 

tals suspended in -90% saturated (NH&S04. A, randomly ori- 
ented microcrystals, ~ 2 0 0 .  B,  microcrystals after ordering  for 1 h a t  
0.3 Tesla, ~ 2 0 0 .  The axis of ordering  is indicated and is apparently 
very similar  to  that  seen with metaquo(FeII1) myoglobin. The deox- 
ycoboglobin  microcrystals order with the g;.. = 2.09 component per- 
pendicular to the field direction Ho. 
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therefore, used a  combination of x-ray  crystallographic data 
together with the  results of spin  label  broadening  experiments 
to assign the 'H-NMR resonances in  Mb  to methionine-55 
and methionine-131. 

Before making any assignments, we first note  that  the 
crystal  spectra of both  MbHzO  and  MbCN  are  pH  dependent 
in the range 6-8. For MbHzO this is expected  since  a  spin 
state  transition accompanies the formation of Mb. OH (hy- 
droxymetmyoglobin) and  Mb. NH.7 (amminemetmyoglobin) 
in (NH&SO, crystals (13). We have shown5 that  this  leads  to 
crystal  rotation  in  the magnetic field, so very large spectral 
changes are predicted. More surprisingly,  however, we see 
significant changes in the  spectra of MbCN in the  pH range 
6.4-7.3, as shown in Fig. 15, which we attribute  to small 
conformational  changes in one of the  methionine side  chains 
due presumably to  titration of a neighboring residue. Please 
note, however, that  there  are no  appreciable  changes  observed 
in carbon- 13 NMR solution spectra of methionine residues in 

PH=7.3 MbCN 

IIIII 
80 0 -80 

KILOHERTZ 
FIG. 15. Deuterium Fourier  transform NMR spectra  at 55.3 

MHz and 22 f 1°C of 'H-methylmethionine-labeled cyanofer- 
rimyoglobin from sperm whale (Physeter cutodon). A, pH = 6.4, 
sample suspended in -90% saturated (NH4)2SO,. 940,703 scans, re- 
cycle time = 61 ms, 71 = T~ = 61 ps, 9 ps 90" pulse widths, 167  kHz 
spectral width, 4096  real  data points, 400 Hz line broadening  from 
exponential modification. B, sample conditions essentially as in A 
except pH = 7.3  and 201,855 accumulations. 

A B 
PH=6.2 MbCN 11 PH=7.4 MbCN I 

myoglobin in  this pH  range (36) (but  not in ammonium 
sulfate). 

The changes in 'H-NMR  spectra seen in  the range pH 6.4- 
7.3 (from AVQ = 13.6 kHz at pH 6.4 to AVQ = 9.3 kHz at  pH 
7.3) although corresponding to  about a 30 to 50% change in 
quadrupole  splitting  do occur near  the magic angle and in fact 
correspond to only about a 3" change in the average orienta- 
tion of the Ss-C' vector  with  respect to  the axis of ordering. 
At  pH values intermediate between those indicated, interme- 
diate exchange NMR  spectra  are obtained,  with  all the  inten- 
sity between AVQ = 9.3,  13.6 kHz. This  result shows that  there 
is  no sign change of AVQ and in addition indicates that  the two 
conformational states  have relatively long lifetimes, 2250 ps 
at 24"C, pH 6.8. 

Addition of a buffered solution of the  stable organic free 
radical 4-amino-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-piperidinooxyl to micro- 
crystals of MbCN  at  pH 6.2 (Fig. 16A) followed  by a -36-h 
period of equilibration results in a  broadening of the  inner 
resonance. Previous work in solution has strongly  suggested 
that  TEMPAMINE only  broadens the more exposed Met-55 
residue  (36);  therefore, the 13.6-kHz component of Fig. 16A is 
tentatively assigned to Met-55, and  the nonbroadened  reso- 
nance  having AVQ = 38.1 kHz is by elimination tentatively 
assigned to Met-131. Upon  extensive washing, TEMPAMINE 
is  removed and  the original 'H-NMR spectrum recovered 
(Fig. 16A). Essentially  identical results  are  obtained  with  the 
pH 7.4 MbCN  sample (Fig. 16B). Note  the lack of intensity at 
a AvQ -9 kHz in Fig. 16A and  at -14 kHz in Fig. 16B, 
supporting  the idea that  in  both cases the  pH-dependent 
conformational  change indicated by the results of Fig.  15 does 
not  contribute  to  the observed  line broadenings. 

Addition of TEMPAMINE to a sample of MbH20  at pH 
-6.2 results in a  broadening of the  outer resonance at a AVQ 
= 53.6 kHz and  an unknown effect on the magic angle com- 
ponent having AVQ -0 kHz (Fig. 16C). However, by analogy 
with the  results of Fig. 16, A and B, we expect only the 
resonance of the more exposed residue to be broadened due 
to  the presence of the paramagnetic species. The  outer com- 
ponent (having Avg = 53.6 kHz) is, therefore, tentatively 
assigned to Met-55, and  the component under  the HO'H 
signal is assigned to Met-131. Although the second component 
(under  the HO'H signal in Fig. 16C) may be resolved in MbF 

C 
Mb. H20 II 

D 
Mb. F-  il 

+TEMPAMINE 11 +TEMPAMINE I\ 
J 

+TEMPAMINE +TEMPAMINE 

WASHED  WASHED 

A I \  n 
' "h 

- u 
50 0 -50 58 8 -58 

KILOHERTZ KILOHERTZ 

u u 
58 8 -50 58 8 -50 
KILOHERTZ  KILOHERTZ 

FIG. 16. Spin  label  titration of various  sperm  whale ferrimyoglobins  showing  selective broadening of one  resonance. A, pH 6.2 
cyanofemmyoglobin. B, pH 7.4 cyanoferrimyoglobin. C, pH 6.2 aquoferrimyoglobin. D, pH 7.4 fluoroferrimyoglobin. 
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(Fig. 16D) and in  high pH aquometmyoglobin,5 excessive 
spectral  overlap  from  the  broadened HO'H resonance  and 
sample  stability  considerations  (high  pH  sample)  have  pre- 
vented  us  from  accurately  monitoring  linewidth  changes of 
this  resonance  upon  spin  label  addition,  although  it  seems 
clear  from  the  result of Fig. 16D that  the  inner  resonance  is 
significantly  less  effected  by addition of TEMPAMINE. 

The results of Fig. 16, therefore, give us only very  tentative 
assignments  for  Met-55  and Met-131. Fortunately, however, 
since  the  crystal  structure of sperm  whale metaquomyoglobin 
is known (11, 48) these  assignments  may be compared with 
those  predicted  from  the  x-ray results.  A summary of all 
results  is given in Table 111. 

For  MbH20,  the  NMR  results give fairly  unambiguously 
values  for 8, the angle between  the S6-C bond vector and 
Ho (apparently along c* in MbH20, Fig. 5), of 17.50 and 54.7'. 
Using the  crystallographic  results (48) we calculate 16.60 for 
Met-55  and 53..,' for  Met-131,  in  excellent agreement  with  the 
results using the  nonpenetrant  spin label  (Fig.  16C). For 
cyanometmyoglobin, the  spin label results a t   pH 6.2 suggest 
0 = 32.,' for Met-131  and 46.7 or 63.7" for  Met-55, since  the 
sign of AVQ is  not known in  the  latter  instance. Using the 
crystallographic  results for MbH20, which are  apparently very 

TABLE 111 
Derivation of structural  information from quadrupole splitting 
data  and assignment of resonances via spin  label titration and 

from crystallographic  coordinates 
Data  obtained from the  spectra of Figs. 6,  11, 15, and 16. Spectra 

were recorded and  samples ordered at  8.5 Tesla (Figs. 6, 11, and 15) 
or 5.2 Tesla (Fig. 16, spin label titration). The crystallographic  coor- 
dinates were  for sperm whale (Physeter  catodon) metaquomyoglobin 
(Ref. 48). 

System Quadrupole  Experimental Theoretical 
splitting angle angle 

Avu, k H z h  a', deg' a', deg 
Metaquomyoglobin, 53.6" 17.5"  16.6' 

pH 6.4 0.0' 54.7'  53.4" 
Cyanometmyoglobin, 13.6* 46.7 or 69.7' 

pH 6.2 63.7' 
38.1' 32.1' 25.2' 

Cyanometmyoglobin, 9.3h 49.2 or 69.7' 

39.0' 31.5'  25.2' 
pH 7.4  60.7 "' 

Magnetically ordered microcrystals of -0.1-mm dimensions  (see 
Figs. 5 and 12) suspended in -90% saturated  ammonium  sulfate  at 
the  pH indicated. 
' The error is +500  Hz. 
'Angle between the principal  axis of the electric field gradient 

tensor  (assumed  to  be colinear  with the Sa--" bond  vector) and  the 
field direction, Ho. The error varies  from +lo to +2" and is smallest 
for  angles  most  removed  from the magic angle (54.7"). Quadrupole 
couplings of 31 kHz  (aquometmyoglobin) or 33 kHz (cyanometmy- 
oglobin) were used in the calculations. 

Assigned to Met-55 on the basis of spin label titration  experiments 
(Fig. 16C  and Ref. 36) and calculations  from the  crystal  structure 
(Ref.  48). 

e Met-55  (from Ref. 48). The angle  is  between the S'-"c' bond 
vector  and  the crystallographic c* axis. 

'Assigned to Met-131. See  footnote d above. 
' Met-131. See  footnote e above. 

Tentatively assigned to Met-55 on the basis of spin label titration 
experiment (Fig. 16A). 

' Solution of 63.7 is closest value  to x-ray  solution using the  meta- 
quomyoglobin coordinates (Ref. 48) and with an  appropriate  crystal 
tilt.  See  text for  details. 

of ordering. See  the  text for  details. 

ening experiment (Fig. 16A). 

' Met-55. Angle is  between S'"-c' bond  vector and  the  best fit  axis 

' Tentatively assigned to Met-131 on  the basis of spin  label  broad- 

' Met-131. See  footnote i above. 
Solution of 60.7" is closest value to x-ray  solution. See  footnote 

i above. 

similar to  those for MbCN (53), we obtain closest agreement 
with  the  experimental possibilities by  assuming that  the 
MbCN  crystals  order slightly off the a axis, tilted by -20.5' 
toward c*. If this  interpretation is correct,  then  reasonable 
agreement  with  the  experimental  results is obtained  (Table 
111). Since  these  calculations included  use of aquometmyoglo- 
bin coordinates (48) perfect agreement should not be  expected. 
The assignments in MbCN  are,  therefore,  more  tentative  than 
those  for  MbH20. 

Other Systems-The results we have  presented so far  have 
all  been obtained  on  the  rather well characterized  small  heme 
protein, myoglobin. Since considerable static  and  dynamic 
structural  information  should be obtained  from  such high 
resolution  solid state  NMR  spectra,  it is worth considering 
whether  the effect. is likely to be  a general  one  or  whether  it 
will be applicable solely to  small high spin ferric  heme-con- 
taining  proteins.  In  this  context, we have,  therefore, investi- 
gated  another  somewhat  larger  protein,  catalase  (EC 1.11.1.6). 
This  protein  has  not  yet  had  its high  resolution x-ray diffrac- 
tion  structure  reported,  due in part  to  the lack of suitable 
crystals. Nevertheless, we have  obtained highly ordered  sam- 
ples  with even  the  smallest microcrystals, results  that suggest 
that it may be possible to  probe  catalase  and a wide variety of 
other  heme  protein  structures using NMR  and magnetic or- 
dering. Since  ordering  takes only a few seconds at high field, 
it  may be possible to  investigate  higher oxidation states  (Fe 
IV) using this  method, since  freeze trapping of relatively 
unstable  intermediates, followed by  high  resolution solid state 
NMR  methods  should  be possible. The  technique  should also 
be applicable  to  determination of substrate-binding geome- 
tries,  for  example  by  binding 'H-labeled camphor  to  cyto- 
chrome P-450, and  should also  be  generally  applicable to 
multisubunit proteins, and  crystals of differing symmetries. 
Finally, we note  that  the  technique  opens up the possibility of 
carrying  out relaxation studies designed to  probe side chain 
dynamics in protein crystals,  which should prove  valuable  in 
interpretation of other problems, such as membrane  protein 
dynamics  and  the problem of protein-lipid interactions. 
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